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Date 2412 

Hare(s) 10 April 2022 

Venue RHUM 

OnOn Cricket Club! 

AN ALTERNATIVE I F  
SOMEWHAT SKETCHY 

VIEW 
At last got around to getting 

a volunteer report writer to 
augment our Permanent Scribe 
FRB (now Page 3 NT) : Me!! 

Well I won’t start as I usually  
do (like in in the “Old Days”) 
by rambling on about stuff 
totally not connected with the 
trail, which is of course the 
whole raison d’etre (did I spell 
that right? Better Google it up!) 
of this discourse, but go 
straight to the point; THE 
TRAIL, well not yet! First I 
had to fill the Bongo up with 
drinks and pick up Lord 
Raleigh from the bustop and 
have an enjoyable drive 
through the North Downs 
carefully failing to kill lycra 
encased protagonists of the 
cycling persuasion on the way. 

We arrived in jolly good time 
at the (I always find) 
surprisingly large carpark and 

parked next to Poshie; the 
erstwhile “Horsey Lady”, 
who was watching the 
current “Horsey Ladies” de-
boxing and en-boxing their 
passions. “Better leave the 
trumpet in its case” I 
venture jokingly! 

Gradually hashers arrive 
and it’s time for me to 
wander off to accidently 
miss the “Start Squircle” - 
why on earth would I want 
to know anything other than 
there is some evidence of a 
trail and I should now start 
Hashing? Any more spoils 
the excitement and surprise! 
AND as for being informed 
that PISTOFFEN have 
“Done their thing” all over 
the place, big deal you don’t 
have to be in MENSA to 
spot their trails!! 

As it is the “The trail 

starts over there!” statement is 
misunderstood by Bods; who sets 
off “More” over there … until he 
finds himself alone and no flour; 
it was “less” (or is it fewer?) 
“over there”! 

Nevertheless; I put my money 
on him and wander off in that 
direction. The main body of the 
hash have found an early check 
and are ACTUALLY calling 
“Check”! … early days, that will 
soon stop! Oooh I MUST be 
checking too I think; “CHECK” I 
holler , and immediately step on 
….. Flour! 

“OnON” I bellow  and wait for 
a response; soon a couple of 
early callers find me and I wait 
until the silent majority take up 
the trail and pass me on the way 
to... the next check, which turns 
out to be “not that simple”, well 
it WAS actually; straight on but 
No Nookie(?) didn’t go far 

enough, so to speak! I think I 
even convinced her it was 
probably a back check! It 
wasn’t! Ha ha that slowed the 
bastards down! 

I followed that solution but 
must admit strayed a bit … 
could see Isnees off to the 
right, main Hash to the left … 
give it a go I thought.. I 
THINK it went to a back check 
but never actually saw it, just 
tagged on to the tailenders. 

Oh dear about now I 
“accidently” did a “Popeye” 
and went on what I thought 
was a “prettier” route! Well the 
view WAS outstanding and I 
had missed this bit of path on J 
Arthur’s recent trail, AND I 
think it avoided a bit of road; 
heaven forbid! 

Anyway; I just beat No 
Nooks and Chastity to the next 
check as they arrived on trail 
past the “Water Cress” (?) 
farm, and we “worked” the 

check together. A family 
happily told me they had a 
heard a “Crazy Woman” 
shouting further up the trail 
behind them; “Yep that’ll be 
one of my lot!” I said. So 
someone was even in front of 
NN and CB! Probably Atty, 
she IS a BIT crazy! I call NN 
and CB on and buggered off 
in the opposite direction… 
after all I had to get some beer 
out of the Bongo and set it up 
for RHUM! 

I bumped into the trail yet 
again, but didn’t think much 
of it so did my own thing and 
cut a tiny bit of road out by 
sticking to some country! 

Back at the cars, Herr Flick 
was lurking around looking 
for  a hash beer, much 
disgruntled that he had just 
bought one from the Cricket 
Club! Hahahah sorry Max! 

I set the table and drinks up 
and went for a “Quiet 

Commune” with nature (and a 
Beer!) with my chair, table and 
Saxophone; quiet? Yes, as it 
turned out; there is quite a range 
of wildlife that ventures out if 
you sit quietly for a few 
moments; Robins, Blackbirds, 
Wrens, Blue Tits. They make 
such lovely sounds I carried my 
Sax back unopened! 

Arfur Pint asks; “What have 
you got in that case?” 

“Ventriloquist Dummy” I 
said, “Now you’ve grown too 
big for my knee”! Best I could 
manage at short notice! 

“Oooh I’ll get you for that!” 
Little was I to know that she 

was destined to be RA and I got 
a “no drink as punishment!” 
Down down for being rude to 
the RA!! 

Still trying to divest myself of 
the responsibility for the “Down 
Down” paraphernalia, let’s see  
how it goes next week!  

OnOn Teq 

MOA  ? 

Grand Master : 
Hash Flash  

(aka Neil Wilson-Harris) 
 

Joint Masters: 
Uncle Gerry / Gibber 

(aka Gerry Gurney) 
01372 386921   (h)     

 

Ms Bean 
(aka Joanna Cole ) 

  
Religious Advisor : 

Le Pro 
(aka Stuart Gibb 

 
Clutcher’s Mate : 
Birthing Blanket 

(aka  Stephanie Ward) 
 

Hash Cash : 
J Arthur 

(aka Arthur Thomas) 
 

Trail Master: 
Belcher 

(aka Peter Edwards) 
 

DapperHasherie: 
Fleur D’Or 

(aka Hazel Craig)   
 

Temporary Biermeister: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
 

On Sec: 
Tequil’over 

(aka Richard Piercy)  
01372 454907 (h) 
07730 202263 (m) 

 
Main Scribe : 

FRB 
(aka Peter Hughes) 

 
 

sh3@surreyh3.org 
 www.surreyh3.org 

 
 

Trails Line: 
07484 134245 

(The line that never rings!) 

The Runday Shag 



Receding Hare-Line 2022 - Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Directions 

Run    2413 

Date   17 April 2022 

Hare(s) Eskimo & Ever Ready  

Venue North Holmwood 

On On The Royal Oak North Holmwood 

Post Code     RH5 4DJ 

OS TQ177479 

Scribe FRB ? 

what3words clips.leaps.later 

2414 24 April Doug The Tub & Mrs R Ranmore 

2415 01 May GM Little Bookham 

2416a 07 May Pre May Ball Hash Farnham ish 

2416 08 May May Ball Hash Farnham 

2417 15 May   

2418 22 May Hornblower and Poshie Merstham (ish) 

Our and Other Hash Events 2022 

 
7th May 2022:  Hash May Ball - Venue: Bush Hotel, Farnham 
 

6th May 2022 : 40th First Friday Hash - 19:00 
Hare: Teq/Le Pro. -  
Venue: Farnham WIP - OnOn: TBA WIP 
 
3rd June 2022 : 41st First Friday Hash - 19:00 
Hare: Atalanta - Venue: Oxshott - OnOn: TBC 
 

N

Take A24 or A25 to the Cock roundabout in Dorking, then A24 south for 0. 9 
of a mile, turn left into Chart Lane, signposted to The Royal Oak. 
The pub is another 0.4 mile on right. Park between lines in small car park 
opposite pub, overflow either on the verge in Punchbowl Lane or in Chart 
Downs estate immediately behind the pub, all very close. 
As we want to remain on good terms with the landlord, please leave spaces in 
the tiny car park next to pub, food available in bar or in hot sunshine outside. 
Run starts from the pub. 

The Runday Shag Page 2 

 
 

Caption competition…... 
“NO! That is NOT my DOG sh**. ” 

Fleur says: Join the Motley Crew Club!  
Get a pair of these shorts before they're all gone, only £5 a pair!  

The GM’s list 
 
14th May – Surrey Union Point to Point Horse Races at Peper Harow 
 
25th June – Dawn Patrol from Shamley Green, via Duffnuts and Coffee 
at Peaslake and then on to a Full English Breakfast at The Three 
Horseshoes in Cranleigh to coincide with The Cranleigh Carnival. 
 
17th July – Open Air - Albury Music Festival at Albury Cricket Club 
 
More details and management soon. 

Hashy Horsey Corner - Lord Raleigh 
Well the drinks section was a mixed bag CHAMPAGNE 
“Something or Other” won, as a favourite should, in late March. 
The strongly fancied; JUSTANOTHERBOTTLE sank without 
trace. 
In the big race, the Lincoln at Doncaster, traditionally denoting 
the start of the flat season; GIVE USASWIG was no match for 
the 25to1 LORD BRYAN (aka BRIAN THE SNAIL): 2nd and 
PETER S PORTRAIT (aka PETER THE GREAT):  4th. 
 
On April 1st PUBCRAWL made fools of the odds-makers by 
coming second  at a mere 150 /1 in a 6 horse race 
ONEMOREFORTHEROAD was no match for ANNA BUNINA 
OVENA and   came 3rd in an early race at Ayr. 

(Continued page 97) 
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Date 2412 

Hare(s) 10 April 2022 

Venue RHUM 

OnOn Cricket Club! 

THE HARE R ISES  TO THE  
OCCASION,  P ISTOFFEN 

OR NOT  
Our new Trailmaster Belcher 

could well consider finding a 
way into the arcana of 
Pistoffen, so as to ascertain 
where they will hash each 
Sunday. I am sure some of our 
members also run with 
Pistoffen; these secrets cannot 
be undiscoverable. Oddly, we 
have even clashed with their 
trail from this very location not 
so long ago. Well, no harm was 
done; flour and wood shavings 
are readily distinguishable. 
They seem to have simpler 
checks than we, with multiple 
uses of an X to say go no 
further on this path. 

 
J. Arthur knows this area 

well, and has started us from 
this cricket field recently. 
RHUM’s trail went off to to the 
north, which I cannot recall J. 
Arhur ever doing, with 

Tequil’Over solving the 
first check – some 100 
metres into the trail! The 
second check took for ever 
to solve, and went further 
north. But soon enough we 
reverted to going south, 
back into familiar territory, 
and as seems inevitable here 
using a level crossing to get 
south of the railway. (There 
are not that many such 
crossings, so our return used 
the road to Farley Green). 

 
Somehow Atalanta got 

herself out in front without 
my realising she was with 
us; perhaps I was going 
wrong at a check when she 
joined us. She and No 
Nookie dominated the 
solutions; but Chastity Belt 
and ‘IsKnees did sterling 
work; the fierce Tosser 

proved prescient, and I was 
impressed by how well Fish and 
Chips kept up with the front 
runners. Dr Death inveigled 
DTT, Petal and myself into 
forsaking flour; I have no idea 
why we followed him off-piste. 
It was a struggle to return to the 
paths of virtue. Quite near the 
end One In The Eye appeared out 
of the blue as a front runner; she 
has a fair turn of speed. 

 
The hare dedicated himself to 

the short-cutters, who were 
already in on our return; he also 
ensured a stock of beer and wine 
was available before Teq got 
back. Full marks to RHUM for a 
very enjoyable morning, and an 
accurate prediction of the length 
of his trail at some 5 miles. His 
choices of pubs fell foul of surly 
landlords; but the cricket pitch 
boasted a more hospitable source 

of fine ales. The sun shine 
throughout, the scenery, though 
well known, was very 
attractive, all was right with the 
world. 

 
There is a growing 

fascination with Bitcoin and 
other cryptocurrencies; those 
obsessed with trading in these 
seem to find acquiring wealth 
an end in itself. It is a 
distortion of values 
increasingly prevalent. People 
in extreme poverty happy and 
cheerful with those around 
them are much more to be 
envied and admired than 
anyone wealthy on sour harsh 
terms with those they know. 
(And oh yes I have seen this 
while working in Tanzania and 
Sri Lanka). The quality of 
human relationships with all 
around you – family, certainly, 
but also friends and 
acquaintances – is far more 

significant than what you own. 
Money is a means to an end, 
or various ends, and of these 
the most important is 
generosity. How much a 
person gives each year to 
charity is a useful benchmark; 
the old term “tithe” – which 
means one-tenth – is useful, 
and denotes how long ago this 
idea was established. One of 
the least useful, least valuable, 
professions – which 
nevertheless attracts many 
talented people – is being a 
lawyer or accountant helping 
the rich reduce, preferably to 
zero, what they contribute to 
society as taxes. But our 
culture has selfishness 
enshrined in its heart. 

 
OnOn FRB 
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The Runday Shag 
The Runday Shag Page  3  - FRB (no Tits) 
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Colour Supplement 1    
MOA 0 

Sins? Nah!  Vis and Rets 
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Colour Supplement 2  
MOA 0 

(Continued from page 2) 
GREAT RAFFLES  took his mind off the  mushrooms/
rabbits for once  and was a 10/1 winner of a 3m hurdle at 
Wetherby. 
G  RAFFLES GITANE was 2nd in a 3horse  race at Exeter, 
STOP TALKING, one of Bumbles favourite exhortations, 
could not match his 33/1 win in  February and finished well 
down the field on two occasions in march. 
RAPPER, may he rest in peace, finished well down the field, 
in the big one at Cheltenham, and SAISONS D’OR (aka 
FLEUR IRLANDAISE !) went forth at Newcastle and came 
first in a sprint, if you call 7f a sprint! 
ROMEO BROWN (15/2) beat a big field to win a 2m-5f 
chase at Kelso on Saturday.  
PETER THE GREAT runs at Pontefract LITTLE JO  aka 
POLLY GARTER runs ln this 440 at Southwell. 
 
PLUS: 
At a sunny AGM ln  Holmbury St Mary; a very short and 
small but sweet auction raised £32 for the new hash 
charity   - Uganda water! 
Many thanks to all those who gave their generous support 
ON ON! Ld Raleigh 

Contribution from and old member  

(whose Handle “Kaffir” may not be uttered) 

RHUM tells us: 

MB brought a delightful dip with him on 
Sunday which he was exceptionally keen to 
share. 

Sell by date March 2012 ! 


